
Built to Last
 
Buy with Confidence
Our spas are designed and engineered in Australia by Oasis Spas - an 
Australian company with over 25 years experience. Our spas are built under 
strict quality control guidelines by a major international manufacturer that 
supplies to over 30 countries worldwide including USA, Germany and Japan.

Built Tough to Last Longer
Our spas are up to 50% heavier because we build our spas to last a lifetime.

“Tough Barrier” Base
Our solid “Tough Barrier” fibreglass base makes the spa much stronger 
(so it lasts longer). It also stops weather, vermin and cold air getting 
inside the cabinet and damaging your frame or spa. 

“Tough Bond” Shells
Our oven cured, 6 layer laminated “Tough Bond” shells are one of the 
thickest, strongest shells in the world (8-10mm thick) and we’re proud of 
it. Be sure to check the thickness of the shell when you shop around.

“Tough Built” Frame
Our “Tough Built” treated timber frames have triple reinforced corners, 
cross braced base frame and supports under every seat. They will never rot 
as they are protected by paint, chemical treatment and the fibreglass base. 

Superior Components
Only the best components and materials are used to build an Oasis Spa 
– including Australian Pumps and Control systems, German Silicones 
and American acrylic.

Safety First - Meets all Australian Standards
Many ebay and internet spas have not been tested to prove their electrical 
safety. Many do not even meet Australian Standards or have the necessary 
compliance plate (with approval number).

Oasis Spas have C-Tick and electrical safety approvals and meet all other 
standards. All suctions are tested to ASME standards and are 600mm apart and 
every spa is fitted a safety vent linked to the filter system. Do the other spas you 
are looking at have these protections in place?

Lifetime Support Plan
When you buy an Oasis spa you are covered by our exclusive Lifetime Support 
Plan. For as long as you own an Oasis spa you will have someone to turn to for 
support and spare parts.

Our factory, the Australian office, the state distributors and your local retailer can 
all help answer any question, solve any problem and supply parts so you can 
relax and enjoy your spa with total peace of mind.


